-CM data is handled by the same hardware (CPU, networks, 1/0 system) as other data.
-CM data is handled in the same software framework (operating system, file system, protocol stack) as other data. We call the agent that makes these reservations a metaschedzder (see Figure  2 ). A metascheduler "reserves" components on behalf of client applications; it is not involved in the actual usage of the components.
A metascheduler must define a uniform model of how the components operate and interact.
Design goals for this model include:
End-to-end semantics:
CM application requirements apply to the entire data path from input device to output device. The model must therefore encompass all system components: CPU, storage, networks, and so on.
Flexible abstraction:
The model should define an abstract interface for system components that accommodates a range of scheduling policies, allowing existing hardware and software components to be used with minimal modification.
Coexistence:
The model should allow real-time and nonreal-time workload to coexist, and the impact of CM on the response time of nonreal-time traffic should be minimized.
The CiW-resowce model provides a basis for metascheduling.
In Figure  3 ). w(t) < W for all t.
PROOF.
The claim follows from Eqs. 1 and 2. 
Describing Delay
It seems fair that if a message m arrives ahead of schedule at a resource and is queued there, the delay should be charged to the previous resource until the scheduled arrival time of m. We use a notion of delay that takes this into account. For a given LBAP, let m. """ mn denote the sequence of messages, and let a. """ an denote their arrival times.
Definition. The loglcal arrwal time 1( m, ) of a message m, is l(m, ) = a, + w(a, )/R.
Equivalently, 1(m) can be computed as follows:
Intuitively, l(m) is the time m would arrive if workahead were not allowed. (1) 
COMPOUND SESSIONS
In the remote playback application of Section 1, data is read from a disk, traverses a CPU, a network, and another CPU, and is consumed by decompression and display hardware.
In the CM-resource model, such a situation is represented as a "compound session" (see Figure  4 ):
A compound session S is a sequence of sessions S'l """ S. in which the output interface of S1 is the input interface of S,+~.
The resources in a compound session handle a stream of messages in pipeline fashion. All the sessions must have the same throughput limit, and the output workahead limit of session S, cannot exceed the input workahead limit of session S,,~. The input interface of S is that of S1, and the output interface of S is that of S. 
Suppose otherwise.
Then there is some t > a. such that iV(aO, t) < Rlt -sol.
Let tl be the least such t. Let t2 E (aO, tl). Then i'V(t2, tl)< Rlt2 -tllsince otherwise we would have AXaO, t~) < RI t~-aO1,contradicting the minimality of t~. Now from Eq. 2, we have W( t~) = O, contradicting the assumption that the arrival process is workahead-positive,
If the arrival process of a compound session is workahead-positive at its input interface, and the receiver is conservative, then the device never starves.
PROOF. Suppose otherwise. Then there is a time t2 > tl at which starvation occurs, i.e., t~and t~are completed between to and tz, so A(oU,(tO, t,) > NLn(to, t3).Combining these inequalities with t3 -to = t2 -tl, we get 2JOU~(t0, tz) > Ritz -tll, contradicting Eq. 5. (1)
Assume that all clocks are synchronized within S. The sender timestamps the first message (i.e., includes to in the message).
The receiver then delays output until to + D + e.
Assume that the delays of the network links on the path from sender to receiver are known.
The first message has a "total delay" field D~O~~1, The extra buffer space required for conservative output (beyond that needed to accommodate incoming workahead and delay, to be discussed in Section 3.2) is eR in case 1, zero in case 2, and R(D -A~,n) in case 3.
Buffer Space Requirements
We now compute a bound on the buffer space in a host H used by a compound session S. Let Xl """ X. be the resources in S for which messages are buffered in the main memory of H (see Figure  6 ). 
Combining equations Eqs. 6 and 9 gives
<W+ R(D-U The re I ax ( ) operation takes a new outgoing workahead limit, which cannot be less than the existing limit.
ESTABLISHING COMPOUND SESSIONS
In creating compound sessions, the following issues must be addressed:
-How should a given bound on end-to-end delay be divided among resources? (It may not be fair, or even possible, to divide it uniformly.) -It is desirable to set workahead limits as high as possible, given buffer space limits.
How can this be done?
These issues are dealt with in the remainder of this section.
Compound Cost Functions
The cost of a compound session is the sum of the costs of its component sessions. 
for all a = [0, I] and all dl < dz). Figure  8 ).
(1) Sort the segments of Cl . The proof is simple; we omit it for brevity. host (see Figure  9 ). The protocol has two phases. In phase one, a request message traverses the hosts from the source towards the sink. -The sequence of hosts and resources involved, and an identifier for the receiving client.
-The message size S and rate R.
-End-to-end logical delay requirements: a target and maximum value, denoted E,.,~,, and Em.,.
The goal of the algorithm is to establish a compound session with a logical delay bound as close to Et.,~ct as possible, and no greater than Em,,; and, given this delay bound, to minimize the cost of the session.
-The compound cost function C, the sum D of the delay bounds, and the sum A of the minimum actual delays, of the resources traversed so far.
-A workahead limit W.
A client initiates the protocol by passing a request message to its local HRM. In this message, C is empty and D and A are zero; the other fields are set by the client. On receiving a request message, a HRM does the following (Rl -" R. denote the local resources involved in the compound session):
(1) When a packet is passed to network_send ( ) , the outgoing workahead of the session S is computed according to Eq. 3. If the result exceeds the workahead limit for S, the packet is enqueued in a separate delay queue, and a per-session delayed-send timer is set for a time when the outgoing workahead will fall below the limit. When the timer expires, packets on the delay queue are sent or queued for sending.
DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON
This section defends the design decisions in the CM-resource model and relates the model to existing work.
Design and Decision Rationale
The design of the CM-resource model was guided by the following assumptions:
(1) Resource capacity (CPU cycles, network bandwidth) usually exceeds application requirements.
(2) Applications have delay bound requirements that are usually either very low (teleconferencing) or moderately high (remote playback). (1) Some applications (e.g., professional audio) absolutely require fixed performance levels.
(2) In future consumer applications (e.g., video-on-demand) it is likely that customers will be willing to pay for guaranteed quality levels. 
